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Pass/Fail Option Given to
M. Davis Students
by Robin Wilson
Staff Editor

A number of students in Professors Dena Davis and Michael Davis'
Torts class from last year may be ranked
higher than they thought when the new
class rankings come out due to their opting to take Torts pass-fail.
The Academic Standards Committee voted to allow the grades to be
changed to pass/fail for any student who
wished to because of complaints about the
administration of their final exam. The
class section started out the year with
Professor Dena Davis as its professor but
she spent Spring semester in India on a
Fulbright fellowship and Professor
Michael Davis took over the class second semester.
For the final, Professor Davis
apparently gave the same exam to his
night class as he gave Professor Dena
Davis ' day class several days later. A
number of tudents complained aruLpetitioned the Academic Standards Committee that the grades should be thrown
out. The students complained that some
classmates got information and possibly
even the exam from the night class. Professor Michael Davis collected the exam
after giving it to his night class but the
suspicion of the students persisted and
the Academic Standards Committee
agreed to hear the complaint.
After hearing all sides of the
debate the Academic Standards Committee gave students in the day section the
option of choosing pass/fail or of stick-

ing with the letter grade that they got in
the course.
There was a deadline to make
the decision and anyone who did not respond by the deadline kept their letter
grade. It will change students' GPA.
First year students who took the pass/fail
option get credit for 30 hours but their
GPAs will be based on 25 hours, minus
the Torts class. Those students in the day
section whose rank changed due to their
taking the torts class pass/fail will be reranked for last year if they request.
_"It was a difficult situation," Euclid Avenue Baptist Church - You used to park where this church once stood, right
said a spokesperson in the Dean's office. across E. 18th St.- Now the space is being cleared for the future CSU buildings. The
"The committee felt so strongly against Church was built in 1927, and tom down in 1961, when its congregation headed for
giving the same exam that this was per- suburbia.
haps the only way to get the message
across. There was no perfect solution but
to give relief to people disaavantaged in
that class. It was important to do someHolocaust Survivor Zev Kedem S eaks at Case-Western
thing to show that the committee did not
approve of that practice."
The Committee is chaired by by Les E. Rockmael
realization that they would be of no value
Professor David Forte who did not want Staff Editor
to the German war effort and would end
to comment on the Committee's decision
saying it was confidential. In addition {Authors Note: The following story was up murdered in a concentration camp.
to Professor Forte, Professors Buckley, inspired by a speech given in November Kedems grandparents chose to die on
Falk and Martin all voted that students 1994 at Case Western Reserve Univer- their own terms. One night before they
be given the opportunity to take a pass/ - sity by Holocaust survivor Zev Kedem. were relocated, his grandparents took
fail in the class. Two students also sit on The story is a tale of survival unlike any some poison before they went to sleep and
the Committee. Denise Dickerson par- I've heard before. It is my sincere desire were found the next morning in their bed,
ticipated in the vote and voted in favor that by telling the story it will illustrate hand in hand.
In order to finance the war efof the decision. David Gareau abstained that 50 years after the liberation of
fort,
the
Germans
stole all valuables from
from the vote due to the fact that he was Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp
JewiSh
people
as they were processed
the
a first year student at the time of the con- that the Holocaust is simply more than
into the ghetto. In 1943, Germany detroversy.
just another historical event. The speech
given by Mr. Kedem had such an emo- cided that the only people that should
tional impact on me that I have fought remain in the ghetto were those with
with myself over whether I could possi- work permits. Being only 9 years old at
bly do justice by retelling his story. Any the time, Kedem was subject to death in
failure to recapture the emotional impact the gas chamber as a result of the Gerof the speech is the failure of the author.} man policy that all children under 13
were of no use. (Of the 6 million Jews
murdered
during the Holocaust,
students an opportunity to volunteer at
In 1939, Zev Kedem was a 5
1,500,000
victims
were children.)
local community service organizations. year old boy living in the Polish countryWhen
the
liquidation of the
This year participants could choose from side with his family when Germany inghetto
began,
Kedems
parents decided
18 sites, up from eight last year, includ- vaded Poland. His family included his
that
he
would
have
a
better
chance of
ing the City Prosecutor's Office, Habitat mother, step-father, sister and one set of
survival
by
smuggling
him
into the
for Humanity, Ronald McDonald House grandparents. In 1942 word came that
Plazow
concentration
camp.
They
beand Clean-Land Ohio. This years theme Kedem and his family were to be forcwas "youth," and many of the activities ibly relocated to the Kracow Ghetto. His lieved that he possessed the skills that
were geared toward children.
grandparents believed the resettlement would somehow keep him alive. Kedem
With 108 students taking part was nothing more than a hoax. Because was smuggled_ into the concentration
last year, C-M led the nation in law school of their advanced age they came to the camp in one of the wagons that contained
see Holocaust p.6
participation. That led to a write-up in
the AB A's Student Lawyer magazine and
an award for Most Successful Program.
In addition, Schmelzer was invited to
give a presentation on C-M's Work-ADay program to the ABA national convention in New Orleans. "Cleveland Marshall has always been a leader in
public service. This is consistent with
that tradition," said Dean Steven Smith,

A Survivor Celebrates Life

126 Stu·dents Help Out on
ABA's Work-A-Day
by Stacey McKinley
Staff Writer

This year 126 ClevelandMarshall students and faculty members
took part in the American Bar
Association's Work-A-Day Program on
Saturday, January 28th, further ~nhanc 
ing C-M's reputation as a leader in this
pro-bono effort.
"This year's national program
is modeled after Cleveland-Marshall's,"
according to C-M's Work-A-Day Director Rachel Schmelzer. Schmelzer helped
organized the first Work a Day at C-M
last year. "This is something that put us
on the map." At least two Cleveland television stations sent news crews to cover
this year's event, which was sponsored
by several C-M student organizations.
Between 50 and 60 law schools nation~
wide sponsored Work-A-Day projects.
The Work-A-Day Project gives

see Work-A-Day, pg 6
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Faculty and Staff Activity: Papers, Forums & Speeches
A panel discussion on discovery, ''What hath Rule 26(a) Wrought?
Some reflections on the first anniversary
of the Mandatory Disclosure Requirements of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure," was held in the ClevelandMarshall College of Law Moot Court
Room in November. Susan Becker coordinated the event. Participants were
Patricia McCoy, the Honorable Solomon
Oliver, Jr., of the U.S. District Court,
Northern District of Ohio, formerly Professor and Associate Dean of Law at
Cleveland-Marshall, and three prominent
Cleveland attorneys, John Edwards of
Jones Day Reavis and Pogue, Dennis
Rose of Hahn Loeser and Parks, and
Ellen Simon Sacks of Spangenberg
Shibley Traci and Lancione. Attendees
consisted primarily of first- and secondyear law students enrolled in Civil Procedure as well as other members of the
Law school community, including Phyllis
Crocker and Candice Hoke, Gordon
Beggs and Kenneth Kowalski of the Fair
Employment Practices Clinic, and Associate Dean Steven B. Steinglass.
Gordon J. Beggs, Staff Attorney for the Fair Employment Practices
Clinic, published a book review of Joni
Eareckson Tada's WHEN IS IT RIGHT
TO DIE (1992) in Reli~ous Studies Review (1994). He also consulted with
plaintiffs' counsel in Brooks v. Celeste.
At issue was the dismissal of an appeal
in a class action claiming a deprivation
of constitutionally required medical care
at Lima Correctional Institution. The
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit previously held that the class of
prison inmates was not before it because
the notice of appeal stated that Calvin
Brooks et al. were appealing. In a published decision issued November 9, 1994,
the Sixth Circuit vacated its prior decision, reversed the district court decision
finding no constitutional violation, and
remanded for further factfinding by the
district court. Professor Beggs is a member of the Board of Directors of Community Re-Entry and attended a luncheon
celebration of the Care Team's I 0th Anniversary.
Thomas Buckley delivered a
presenta.tion on "Bankruptcy and the
United States Trustee" at a Law Faculty
Seminar at the law school on ovember
7.
Catherine Buzanski, Financial
Aid Administrator, and Karen Popovich
Assistant Administrator, attended a Financial Aid Conference in Orlando
Florida, ovember 18-21 , which was
sponsored by Law Access, Inc., the largest servicer of the law school's student
loans.
Dena S. Davis delivered a presentation entitled "Sex Selection, Genetic
Counseling, and the Child's Right to an
Open Future" at the Ethic Grand Rounds
at the Cleveland Clinic.
Veronica M. Dougherty (Law
and Public Policy Clinic) published an
article in the American University Law
Review entitled "Absurdity and the Limits of Literalism: The Absurd Result
Principle in Statutory Interpretation"
(1994).
Joel Finer delivered a presentation on "Liability of Therapists for Instilling False Memories of Parental Incest - A Good Idea?" at a Law Faculty

Seminar at the law school on November Months on the Federal Bench" at a Law
Faculty Seminar at the law school on
3.
David F. Forte published an ar- November 14.
With the start of the new year
ticle on "Child Abuse: Should You Report It?" in the Cleveland Bar Journal former Automation Librarian Joseph S.
(August 1994). Professor Forte's article, Rosenfeld joined the faculty of Univer''Nurture and Natural Law," originally sity of Notre Dame Law School as an
published in the University of California Associate where he serves as Director of
at Davis Law Review in 1993, was ex- Law School Computing. Mr. Rosenfeld
cerpted in Religion and Liberty (Septem- co-authored an article, 'Using Technolber/October 1994). Professor Forte re- ogy in Library Research: Innovations at
cently delivered several papers, includ- CSU and CWSL" ( ith Barbara
ing "Religion in the Schools" at the 23rd Glennan), which was published in
Annual Legal Update for School Heads TeleCommunication ews, California
Workshop held in Cuyahoga Falls o- Western School of Law (Fall 1994).
vember 5-6, "How the Wall of SeparaAlan Miles Ruben served as
tion was Built" at the Federalist Society consultant for the Partnership Ordinance
(University of Washington Law School, of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone,
University of Seattle School of Law, People's Republic of China, which as reWillamette School of Law, Lewis Clark cently adopted at the seventeenth meeting of the Standing Committee of the
School of Law) November 1-4.
Deborah A. Geier co-authored First Municipal People's Congress. ProFEDERAL INCOME TAXATION, fessor Ruben also published an article,
CASES, MATERIALS, PROBLEMS, a "State Limited Liability Company Laws "
new textbook for the Basic Tax course in the Ohio Reporter (Prentice Hall Law
which will be published by the Michie & Business, 1994).
Dean Steven R. Smith delivCompany in spring, with Joseph M.
Dodge, who is Wtlliam H. Francis, Jr., ered a presentation, "Preparation for an
Professor of Law at the University of Accreditation Visit," to the Site EvaluaTexas, and J. Clifton Fleming, Jr., who tion Workshop for ABA Approved Law
is Professor and Associate Dean at Schools and served as a panelist on "The
Brigham Young University. Professor Chair's Role: Leader, Manager, Editor
Geier served on a panel on "Interpreting and Nanny" at the Chaiperson's Workthe Internal Revenue Code: The Role of shop, both in Indianapolis in October.
Purpose" at the Association of American
Victor L. Streib published three
Law Schools Annual Meeting, Tax Sec- articles in 1994: "Law Deanships: Must
tion, in New Orleans on January 6. Pro- They be Nasty, Brutish, and Short?'' in
fessor Geier's article, "Power and Pre- the Journal of
Education. "Death
sumptions; Rules and Rhetoric; Institu- Penalty for Lesbians" in the National
tions and Indian Law'', was published in Journal of Sexual Orientation Law. and
the Brigham Youni: University Law Re- "Reflections on the Death Penalty" Reconstruction.
view (1994).
Alan Weinstein (Director, Law
Jack A. Guttenberg spoke before the Cuyahoga County Bar Associa- and Public Policy Clinic) published a
tion Family Law Section, "Ethical Issues treatise revision, "Chapter 3, Exclusionfor Domestic Relations Attorneys," in ary Zoning: Specific Practices", in
November. Professor Guttenberg also Rohan, ZONING AND LAND USE
spoke before the Metropolitan Bar Asso- CONTROLS (New York: Matthew
ciation Certified Grievance Committee Bender Company, 1994). Professor
regarding his 1994 University of Cincin- Weinstein also published several articles
nati Law Review article on "The Ohio in 1994: "How to Cope With - or WithAttorney Disciplinary Process, 1982 to out - ' Big Box' Retailers" in the Zon1991: An Empirical Study, Critique and ing and Planning Law Report, "Courts
Take Close Look at Adult Use Regs" in
Recommendations for Change."
Candice Hoke delivered a presentation the Land Use Law and Zonini: Dii:est,
entitled "The Tenth Amendment and the and "Report of the Subcommittee on First
Brady Bill" at a Law Faculty Seminar at Amendment and Land Use" in the !l!:=
ban Lawyer. Professor Weinstein's arthe law school on ovember 1.
Visiting Associate Professor ticle, "Exclusionary Zoning in the SubAndrea L. Johnson delivered a presen- urbs: The Road from Mount Laurel to
tation on "Using Telecommunications in Chester," which had appeared in the ZonLocal Government: Developing Win- ing and Planning Law Report in March
Win Solutions"at a Law Faculty Semi- 1993 wa reprinted in K. Young ed., 1994
nar at the law school on October 20. ZONING AN D PLANNING LAW
Director of the Center for Telecommuni- HANDBOOK (New York: Clark
cations Law at California Western School Boardman Callaghan, 1994).
Associate Dean Frederic White
of Law, Professo r Johnson published a
news article, "CWSL and CSU to Begin published a chapter, "Condominiums and
Internet Student Exchange Program," in Cooperatives" (ch. 36), in Thompson ed.,
TeleCommunication News, CWSL (Fall REAL PROPERTY (1994).
1994).
Tayyab Mahmud published an
article entitled Jurisprudence of Successful Treason: Coup d'Etat arid Common
Law" in the Cornell International Law
Journal (1994).
.
The Honorable Solomon Oliver,
Jr., former Professor and Associate Dean
at the law school, delivered a presentation entitled "Reflections on My First Six
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IAWSTUDY
.
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Dublin
London
OXford

Paris
San Diego
FOREIGN LA.W PROGRAMS
SCHOOL OF LA.W
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
5998 Alcal4 Park
San Diego, CA 92110-2492

t
l@tni\er!it.y ci &n ~
Bypotbetlcal Case
Competition
******************
The

Science

Fiction

Law

Soc/er, of Loyola Law School (Los
Angeles) is conducting its first
nationwide competition. Copies of the
following fictional case have been
shipped to all ABA law schools ·1n the
U.S. for publication In those
school's newspapers and joumal.s .
If you
are
interested
in
competing;
1)
Read through the case.
2)
Research and compile a
complete holding; replete with case
and
statute
law
(sources
and
references can be factual, fictional or
both) .
3)
Submit to either LLS
mailbox #420 (John Rogers) or mail in
to the address at the end of this
introduction.
The deadline for receipt of
entries is March 30, 1995. .
The top ten answers wil be
printed in a limited-edition anthology
and distributed to al participating
schools.
The competition will be judged
by: two law school professors, one
professional law editor and the SFLS
board.
Winners will be notified by April
15th, 1995.
Good luckl
For more information or to
submit off-campus, please contact:
John Rogers
SF Law Society
LLS·LOS Angeles
c/o Daily Journal
915 East First St.
Los Angeles, CA 9001 2
(213) 229-5351

Case scenario available from Gavel,
Rm 23 (leave note)
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Finish in the
•
To
Ir
uarantee
"I changed from an average
student (GPA 2.9) to an honor
student (3.3, Dean's List)!"

"I rose from the top 50% of my
class to the top 25% - my results
speak for themselves!"
,. .,_

"My _GPA jumped from 2.5 to 3.6
after learning your system!
Thank you!"

- A. Agtagma, Boalt Hall '95

- P. Yoon, Temple U. '94

- M. Sewicky, U. Detroit '95

Cleveland Seminar on Saturday, March 4, 1995
Call 800-748-6953 ·to,Enroll or Use Form· Below
.........................................-.........................................................................................-......................................................................................................................-.........................................................................................................

! ITEMS ORDERED:

REGISTRATION FORM

LocATIONS:

l. O $59.95 -

ORDER METHOD:

1

Phone:

800-748-6953

(Pltase check desired location)

Fax:
Mail:

This form to 310-393-2672
This form to:

0
0
0
0

!
l
l

Group of 12 or more
0 $69.95 - Group of 7 or more
0 $79. 95·..:... Group of 3 or more
O $89.95 - Individual

TAPE.PROGRAM
1 o $99.95 - Tape set and shipping
1 (Califoniiaresidents: pleaseadd$8.25taxwith
j==

tape set orders for total of $108.20.)

Ace Seniinars • 225 Santa Monica Blvd.,
· Suite 1104 • Santa Monica, CA 90401
PAYMENT METHOD:
OCheck OVisa OMasterCard

l YOUR NAME AND ADD~:

·

0 Discover
'

SEMINAR

All seminars 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

1 LIVE SEMINARS

1.

Last Name

j.

Street Address

O

Ameri~ Ex~

First Name
Credit Card Number
_ _-__
Exp. Date
State

City

ACE

Telephone

Zip Code

Signature

Atlanta ........... Saturday, March 11
Austin . . . . . . . . . . . Saturday, March 25
Boston . . . . . . . . . . . Sunday, March 26
Chicago ......... Sunday, February 26
0 Cleveland . . . . . . . . . Saturday, March 4
D Detroit ........... Sunday, March 19
D Durham, NC · · · · · · · Saturday; March 25
0 Houston .......... Sunday, March 26
D Los Angeles . . . . . . Sunday' February 26
0 Miami . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sunday, April 2
0 Minneapolis ·. . . . . . Saturday, February 25
0 New Orleans . . . . . . . Sunday, March 12
O New York . . . . . . . . . . Sunday, March 5
0 Philadelphia . . . . . . . . Saturday, March 18
0 San Diego ....... Saturday, February 25
0 San Francisco . . . . . . . . Sunday, April 2
O Washington, DC . . . . . . Sa~y, April 1

:
:·

.

.
1

I

ENROLL EARLY - SPACE IS j
LIMITED AND MAY SELL OUT~ j

: Law School
Class Year
SEMINARS
:...................................................................................................................................... .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................:
.

-
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Grades: We're Never-Satisfied
Grade Deflation Comes to Stanford

3 JTTl.JoOO ;1°"1

_by Dr. Harry Cleaver
tack on "phony grades" must be understood
as a_respons_e to the perceived erosion in the
usefulness of grades to business.
.
The policy prescriptions for fighting price inflation and grade inflation are also
sim'ilar: tight money and firings among the
waged, tighter .grading and more fli.mking
among students. In both cases,. high -unemployment is used to weed out the slackers and
instill fear and a willingness to work harder
among those wpo ·re!Illlin. In both cases, the
opportunities for self-directed _activity are
squeezed l;>y the imposition of increased authority and discipline.
Abolish Grades!
Abolishing grades would not only
liberate more time for student self-activity,- _it
would throw the burden and cost of evaluating a persons' willingness and ability to do a
job back where it belongs; on the would-be
employer. Grades and degrees are the historical result of shifting such costs from business
to the taxpayer and future employee. Why
not force business ~o pay for what it wants !'"
As some small liberal arts colleges (e.g. Evergreen State College) have demonstrated, the
abolition of grades does not result in less
learning, but more learning as students are ·
motivated to pursue their own paths to understanding.
What Do the Professors Think?
And what of the faculty in all this?
Some clearly want a restoration, even ~n extension, of their authority. They want the
power to judge, to impose grades, ultimately
to fail students, to throw the disobedient ones
.... Some professors dream of teach- out of school/factory.
ing with no gr_ades, where the only
Others are afraid of the consepeople who come to class are those quences of a public perception that the
who are there because they want to Stanford degree is being devalued by grade
inflation. They are afraid for their own stabe ....
tus, their own job market prospects and, per- haps more generously (though rather paterstatements really mean, of course is that nalistically), for those of their students. They
employers can'_tidentify shidents wh; do what include those who embrace the university as
they are told and work hard because their factory and training ground and those who
record of obedience and toil do~sn;t s~d ~ut . simply believe there is no alternative. Such
· ifthe grade hierarchy is too narrow. Standard _faculty are likely to support the conservative
ploy: mobilize the workaholics against the backlash and resist further steps toward
slackers. Use the. would-be CEOs against the greater freedom.
independently-minded who resist discipline
But there are probably many others
and follow their own paths of learning.
who have come to understand how grades (and
The fight over grade inflation is - the power relations they embody) stand beabout the imposition of work and how much tween professors and students. There are
freedom Sti!dents have to pursue their Owll bound to be many who realize how the most
studies, in the classroom and out. The harder onerous part of a professor's work is -imposthe grading, the more students have to obey ing tests and grades. Many, either consciously
"authorities" (professors and the administra- or sub-consciously, know that easy grading
tion). The easier the grading, the more time means easy work: less anxiety in the classand energy are liberated for each student (or room, less worry about attendance, less work
for groups of students) to think independently, of supervision during tests, fewer confrontato read on their own, to explore, or to delve tions in the office, less guilt for having deinto whatever issues their intellectual and . stroyed the life of someone you barely know.
sensual curiosities may have raised for them.They also know that easier grading
. Employers and Grades
creates more time for them as well as for stuThere is a basic homology between dents: more time to read, to talk with colgrades and wages. As a general rule, wages leagues or students, to reinvigorate their proare the monies workers get in return for work- fessional research by exploring outside their
ing for business. The harder they work, they own fields, to play with their kids, to spend
are told (often fraudulently), the more wages time with their lovers. Professors are also
they will earn. Grades, on the other hand, are human, at least most of them, and the power
supposed to be IOUs on future wages. Good • structures of the university weigh down their
~rades now, educators promise, will mean
lives just as they do those of students.
good wages later. Grades, like the university
Some have discovered, and rebel
diploma, are both an index of work performed against, the way some university administraand an indicator of an individual's willing- tions pit professors against stildents by using
ness to work in the future.
a professor's grading record in deciding proJust as business always seeks to pay motion: rewarding hard graders and penalizout wages in an hierarchical fashion, so too ing easy ones. Students are also pitted against
does it expect schools to pay out grades in a . professors when student course evaluations
similar manner. Effective grades are those are used not t~ improve teaching but to imwhich make it easy for business to choose low
pose more discipline.
entropy workers over high entropy workers;
Some professors can be found, I
i.e., those whose energies are available for
work, over those whose energies are deployed cont'd on page 5
in other ways. The current conservative at-

The subject of Cleveland-Marshall s'gr~ding
guidelines has beena topic of debate since
the beginning of time. Even Congressman
Steve LaTourette debated -the merits of this
issue in a 1978 Gavel issue. The ilebrite con~
tinues with this new perspective. Thefollowing article is an excerpt of an essay which
originally appeared in the Stanford Ui;iver- '
sity Magazine.
_
Bleary-eyed, Isip my caffeine and
flip through. the New .York Times looking for
inspiration to get the blood flowing. Final1y
on page seven, a title jumps out at me: -"At
Stanford, A Rebellion on Grades." All right!
Something's stirring at my alma mater!
"The grade F does not exist here,"
I read, "The C is fast becoming extinct."
Hmmm! The current generation has things
well in hand, I think to myself. Maybe they
, are pushing for the complete abolition of
grades.
But no, reading on I discover that
instead of students in rebellion against grades,
a handful of conservative faculty members are
trying to crack down on students, to whip up
faculty support for harder grading! So the antigrade inflation counter-revolution has come
to Stanford! It's a campaign I know well, for
it has been going on for years here at the University of Texas, where I teach.
-The arguments for harder grading
are familiar, especially: "Stanford doesn't give
failing grades. This penalizes good students
at the expense ofpo9r students." What such
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Bag the JAG
Dear Editor:

known· of this discriminatory policy since at
least November, 1994. Yetthe Army Jag Corp
was recruiting on-campus this month. The
notices posted around campus did not notify
students that persons over the age of 3.5 need
not apply. Some students may have been surprised to learn that regardless of grades or
intellectual ability, they were not eligible for
the JAG Corp.
If the JAG Corp had a policy of refusing women, minorities cir a particular religious group, would th~ Office ofc;areer Planning facil,itate their on-campus recruiting efforts? If an independent law firm were to have
a similar policy, would we welcome them for
on-campus interviewing? Whether or not the
military, or the Office of Career Planning,
calls the JAG policy discriminatory, the result is .that a particular group of law students
is precluded from this opportunity.
· I believe that our student fees
should not support any'tecruiting efforts by
any group or agency which seeks to discrimin~te on the basis of !lge, gender, race, or_teli-·
g10n.

I stand in protest of allowing the
military Judge Advocate General (JAG) Corps
to recruit students from Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law. The JAG C~rp has a long
standing policy which discriminates against
persons over the age of 35.
I have spoken to several recruiters
regarding this policy. According to the recruiters, only candidates 35 years old and younger
will be considered for the JAG. Any person
over the age limit may request a waiver, but
waivers are not:often granted. The candidate
must have extraordinary skills·-or experience
in order to be granted such a waiver. Persons
under 35 years of age are not required to possess extraordinary skills and experience. ·Further, even with extraordinary skills ·or experience, it is highly unlikely that a waiver will
be given.
The recruiters ackilowledge that the
JAG Corp personnel are never subject to combat positions. JAGs are not required to complete the traditional physical bootcamp training required of enlisted personnel. The age · Majie ¥oore Bond
requirement does not seem to be associated 2nd Y_ear
with ability to perform in a combat situation. '
The Office of Career Planning has

Career Planning Responds:
The Office of Career Planning
wishes to respond to the letter submitted by _
Majic Moore Bond. She believes that the JAG
Corps should not be allowed to recruit at
Cleveland-Marshall because it will consider
only those candid~tes who are 35 and younger.
Waivers to this policy may be granted but historically they have been met with resistance.
We appreciate the concerns addressed by Ms. Bond. Though we ask each
employer to sign an anti-discrimination
pledge, it is not !o:mr mission to decide who
and what kinds of employers can recruit on
our campus. Our mission is to increase the
employment opportunities for all students.
Our students are interested in working at a variety of legal settings. Some work
for pro-life organizations, some work for
groups tharbelieve strongly in the first amendment, and others work at large firms which
represent employers who are accused of exposing thei~ workers to .a variety of toxic hazards. Virtually all employers do something
that some of us may find arbitrary, distasteful, or unfair.
- ·Ms. Bond has made an emphatic

4

statement of her belief that the JAG Corps
should not be allowed on this campus. We
respect her opinion. The Office of Career
Planning, however, cannot be in the business
of filtering out employers whose policies or
practices may be offensive to some. The decision to work for the Army JAG or any other
employers falls to each individual student.
Sincerely,
_.
Cynthia A. Applin, Director
Sonia M. Winner, Assistant Director

Write a Letter to theGavel:
We'll Even Print the
BAD words

the GAVEL:. ·

Domestic Violence Conference
Coincides ·with O.J.. Trial

Philosophy and My Cousin Jim -

by Robin Wilson
Staff Editor

mestic violence. If police fail to make an arrest, they must articulate why they did not
The same week that opening arguments arrest.
C-M Professor Linda Ammons spoke
were heard in the O.J. Simpson trial the Student Public Interest Law Organization about "Clemency for Capital Offenders." She
(SPILO) at C-M held its "Survivors of Do- formerly served as Executive Assistant to
mestic Violence Conference" in the Moot former Governor Richard Celeste and as such
studied the cases of more than 100 women
Courtroom.
For dayi law students had gathered who were in prison for killing their batterers.
around the TV set in the lunchroom to catch 28 of those women were later granted clemsome of the courtroom antics going on in Los ency based on her. research. Governors in
Angeles. Even one of the local television sta- Maryland, California, Illinoi s, and Florida
tions stopped in to take some videotape pic- also granted clemency under simi lar programs
tures of the students watching the trial most_ like that started with the help of Ammons in
likely to be used as part of a bigger story on Ohio. To date, 80 battered women impristhe interest sparked by the O.J. case. With oned for killing their husbands have been
all the interest in the O.J . trial, one would granted clemency around the country.
Pam Daiker-Middaugh, a staff attorney
think there would be standing room only for
the SPILO conference on domestic violence for C-M's Law & Public Policy Program and
but that was not the case. An estimated 40 a guardian ad !item for children at juvenile
people turned out to hear the speakers. Two court spoke about the impact of violence on
of those who attended were part of a news children and how victims oftentimes later
crew from a local TV station. This time it become perpetrators. Ninety-three percent of
was a different local affiliate than the one that all those imprisoned have witnessed or expetook pictures in the lunchroom earlier in the rienced child abuse as a kid, according to
week. The news crew showed up to tape the Daiker-Middaugh's statistics. She talked
seminar. However, as is often the case when about a little girl named Brittany whom she
had met through her post with juvenile court.
the broadcast media covers a story, the
Daiker-Middaugh said the four year old girl
seemed fine the first few times she met her.
The batterer "sees his woman as a It wasn't until she took Brittany to play with
victim, someone to control. He rel- others that the effects of domestic violence
were noticed. Brittany punched a little girl
ishes in her fear, and batters because in the stomach, kicked another little girl in
he gets away with it. He is not much the face, pinched a little boy, and pulled anof a man, he is a criminal, yet we other boy's hair. When Daiker-Middaugh
refer to his crime as 'domestic vio- asked the social worker on Brittany 's case
about the incidents she was told that Brittany's
lence' ....
Moro. di ~C<ipliqed h<;r in the s.ame way: she.
w9:µ19 punf!l her in the stomach, kick her in
rep<;>rt_er . ~nd ~i_d~()~ra_p?,~r__ca~g~t. ,a qu~ck __, the -f11ce; pinch her, and pull her.hair< · · · · ··
sound bite before the conference began and
Charlotte Mann, the President of the
shuffled off to their next location without Board at the Templum House and a survivor
sticking around to hear the guts of the pre- of domestic violence gave a moving presensentation. Most likely, the conference was tation from an insider's perspective on doanother small piece of a bigger story on the mestic violence. She cited statistics which
O.J. trial.
show that every 12 seconds a man beats up a
Alexandria Ruden, a staff attorney with woman in America. Mann gave a gripping
the Legal Aid Society of Cleveland's Family description of a battering man. "He sees his
Unit and a Specialist in Family Violence, was woman as a victim, someone to control. He
the first to speak at the seminar. She said for relishes in her fear, and batters because he
years bills on domestic violence languished gets away with it. H~ is not much of a man,
in legislative committees in Columbus. By he is a criminal, yet we refer to his crime as
1994, six pieces of domestic violence legis- domestic violence, private, in the home, in
lation had been proposed in the statehouse the family."
and all sat in their respective houses. Many
In October of 1990, after enduring annever made it out of committee.
other assault by her husband, Mann ran to
"Then Nicole Simpson was murdered the neighbors and called police wearing nothand one week later there was movement on ing but a tom nightgown and socks. When
two pieces of legi_slation," said Ruden. One police arrived, the first question they asked
of the Bills called· for mandatory arrests of her is "what did you do to make your husboth parties involved upon a report of domes- band so mad?" Mann said she decided then
tic violence. The other, House Bill No. 335, and there that the phone call to police would
called for a preferred arrest policy for inci- be her last act as a victim. Since then she has
dents of domestic violence. It was passed in lived as a survivor.
late 1994. Ruden said it is the most signifi. Mann said that as a battered woman she
cant and comprehensive piece of legislation was blamed for the violence, labeled as coon domestic violence in the country. Under dependent, as having low self esteem, as conthe Bill, the preferred course of action in Ohio tributing to her victimization by staying with
is to arrest the person responsible for the do- her batterer. Over and over she was asked,
why did she stay. Never once, did anyone
ask why was he so violent, said Mann. When
Grades, from pg 5
a woman leaves her batterer or tries to leave,
guarantee, who dream of teaching with no the possibility of her being murdered by her
grades, of a world where the only people who batterer increases 75% according to statistics
come to class or lab are those who are there given by Mann. Templum House is a place
because they want to be, who are eager to for women and children who are victims of
learn and curious and questioning with an domestic violence. Mann said it is always
enthusiasm that only comes with self-moti- · filled to capacity. She said any law students
who would like to volunteer at Templum
vation.
The battle over grades is over the House would be welcomed.
soul of the university. Those who cry "Fight
Grade Inflation!" and campaign for tougher
grading are choosing discipline over _the freedom to choose. Those who fight against such
increased discipline are choosing greater freedom for students and faculty alike.
Dr. Cleaver (Stanford Ph.D., 1975)
is a Professor of Economics at the University
of Texas at Austin.
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by John C. Coylie

and democratic ide~ls was secured through
his Second Treatise of Government whose
There is, most likely, no student who has ideas found their way into tlie Declaration of
more frequent challenges to justify his or her Independence. What citizen could doubt the
major than the philosophy student. The chal- practical influence of that document? Marx .
lenges to the student of philosophy often in- was not only a graduate student in philosovolve demonstrating what, if any, practical phy but the origins of his enormously influapplication the study of philosophy has to ential political thought could be traced to a
every day life. Recently, I received such a number of Philosophers, including, ironically,
challenge in the unlikely context of a holiday Locke.
dinner gathering. Fortunately, I found that a
Although I thought this example sufficient
semester's worth of law study provided me to demonstrate how philosophy had indeed
with some helpful ammunition.
had practical impact on "everyday life", I forThe question was asked, innocently tified my defense with two other examples,
enough, from the man seated to my right with drawn from Torts and Criminal Law.
the purple -paisley tie. "Has any one read
In discussing Informed Consent in Torts
anything interesting lately?" When my turn this past Fall, it was explained that a doctor
came, my answer involved one of Plato's Dia- has a duty to disclose all material risks of a
logues, Euthyphro, I had recently re-read. I
medical procedure to a patient. "Material
risk" was then defined as any risk about which
the average patient would want to know in
Philosophy has "absolutely no prac- order to make a responsible decision regardtical applications to everyday life," ing a procedure. I explained to cousin Jim
that a student confronted with this definition
said Cousin Jim ....
may well benefit from having read Plato 's
earlier mentioned Euthyphro , wherein
Socrates confronts an attempted definition of
was mid-way through what I thought was a the term "Piety." Euthyphro defines Piety as
brief summary when, from the left of the table, "that which the Gods love." Socrates rejoins:
my cousin Jim interjected with, "How 'bout "is something pious because it is loved by the
those Indians." This interruption may (or may Gods, or is it loved by the Gods because it is
not) seem improper on its own; it is made all pious?"
the more so by the fact that Jim doesn't even
The difference, explained Socrates, was
like baseball. Thus, the stage was set for a crucial because if a thing was pious in and of
confrontation between an enemy and a friend itself, i.e. independently of what the Gods in
of philosophy. ·
~ · ':
any case believed, then pointing out that the
Cousin Jim excused hims elf but quickly Gods loved it would amount merely to pointexplained to the table his opinion that a dis- ing out an incidental characteristic, or consecussion ·of philosophy was not ·only betfet .. quence, of piety. If, however, a thing became
suited to college classrooms than holiday din- · pipu~_bY. Jhe ..very..acLoLthe Gods.loving it, ner gatheriilgs, but it also had "absolutely no then being pious and being loved by the Gods
practical application to everyday life."
would be one and the same. If the latter were
I began by pointing out that, although I the case, therefore, Euthyphro would have
enjoyed studying philosophy for its own sake, succeeded in revealing the essence, the true
I nonethe less believed that Philosophy did definition, of piety.
have practical application to "everyday life."
Of course, Euthyphro goes on to admit that
Cousin Jim challenged me to -"give an ex- the former was in fact the case and the search
ample." I began by referring to an observa- for the answer to the question "What is pition by Bertrand Russell. I pointed out that ety" continues. My point was that a familiarby the Qeginning of the 20th century nearly ity with the Euthyphro could strengthen a
2/3rds of the worlds population was under the student's analytical approach to the topic of
direct or indirect political influence of tw~ "material risk" by inspiring the following
philosophically trained individuals: Locke and clarifying question: Is something a "material
Marx.
risk" because the average patient would want
Locke's influence on Thomas Jefferson to know about it, or would the average pa-

See Cousin Jim on pg 6
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"A" and His Heirs Conspire at the Family Reunion on Blackacre
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Holocaust from p.1
the valuables stolen from the Jewish
people. Once inside he sneaked out of the
storage shed and went about the matter
of surviving.
Plazow concentration camp was
under the command of the sadistic concentration camp commandant Amon
Goethe. Goethe was the commandant in
Schindler's List who was seen murdering people with his rifle from the terrace
of his villa whenever he felt the urge.
According to Kedem, Goethe
was "arbitrarily vicious and totally indifferent to human life." Goethe "represented everything Germany stood for and
had the ultimate power over life and
death." Kedem only encountered Goethe
once, but according to Kedem it was one
of the most terrifying moments of his life.
Despite all the insanity of the
times, Kedem managed to keep himself
alive. He went about this by managing to
get a job in the brush factory. He would
surround himself with brushes to show
the Germans that he was a productive
worker and thus essential to their war
effort. This high level of productivity and
his ability to convince the Germans that
they didn't have to feed him that much
since he was a small boy helped to stave
off the automatic execution that was mandatory for children his own age.
Kedem likened his survival to
playing a game. For Kedem, each day he
was able to stay alive meant that he was
beating the Germans and thus winning
the game. It is most amazing that a child
in the middle of one of the worst atrocities that mankind had ever known had
the wits of the adult to stay alive while at
the same time he had a mind of a child to
keep some level of sanity in the midst of
pure insanity.
Kedem also spoke about the "total dehumanization" the Germans employed against the Jews. According to
Kedem, the dehumanization began in the
ghetto and was reinforced in the concentration camps.· Dehumanization was obtained by making all the Jews wear standard identical uniforms, shaving their
heads and feeding them 30% of the normal amount of food one would eat daily.
This way Jews were fed enough to be kept
alive and productive.
The most horrific aspect of dehumanization was obtained by building
the concentration camps on the land of
Jewish cemeteries. The Germans would
use the tombstones to pave the streets.
The practical effect of this was to make
"Jews tread over their own ancestors"
while giving the Germans a feeling of superiority. The final step of the dehumanization process was the tattooing of a
number on the arms of the Jews. Names
were no longer allowed. Zev Kedem no
longer existed, instead he was #B74433.
Kedem also spoke about why
there was no resistance in the camps by
the Jews despite the fact that death could
happen at any time. He said that if someone attempted to escape from their work
detail, the work group associated with
that person would be lined up and every
third person would be executed on the
spot. This collective sense of survival
would appear to be proof that the Germans were not completely successful at
dehumanizing the Jewish people.
As luck would have it, Oskar
Schindler was to play a part in the survival ofZev Kedem. Kedems step-father
made. it onto Schindler 's list and because

of this Kedem, along with his mother and
sister were relocated to Schindler's plant
in Brinlitz, Czechoslovakia. The men
arrived first and somehow the train carrying the women was routed to
Auschwitz. While Schindler was away,
the local garrison commander came to
the factory and found out that Kedem and
four other children were under the age of
13. The commander had the children
along with their fathers sent to Auschwitz
concentration camp. AuschwitzBirkenau is the most notorious concentration camp of the Holocaust due to the
fact that 1,500,000 people were murdered
there.
When he arrived at Auschwitz,
Kedem noticed his mother and sister being loaded onto a train. He truly wanted
to wave to them but decided not to. He
knew if he tried to communicate to them
he would most likely have ended up shot.
Kedem would not see his sister for another 20 years and his mother until 40
years later.
In 1945, the Russians counterattacked in the East and the Germans
realized they were vulnerable. It was at
tltjs point that Kedem realized that he just
might survive the war. Kedem realized
that the Germans needed the 10,000
people left at Auschwitz for slave labor
and to help dig up the mass graves and
to burn the bodies.
In the face of the advancing
Russian attack, the 10,000 people were
marched to Germany to support the failing industrial war effort. The walk took
5 days and those who couldn't keep up
were left at the side of the road to die.
Kedem was subsequently liberated in
1945 from Mauthausen concentration
camp in Germany. He ended up being
sent to England where he attended Ox ford University. From Oxford he emigrated to Israel and Kedem became an
environmental engineer. He later became
a documentary filmmaker and emigrated
to California.
Kedems mother was liberated at
Schindler's factory in Brinlitz and in
1947 sent her son a letter. The Polish
Secret Police became suspicious of
Kedems ' mother for making contact with
someone in England. She believed it
would be better for her son's safety for
him to remain in England. Kedem would
not see his mother until 1985 when she
was dying of cancer. (K.edems' step-father was murdered at Auschwitz.)
Kedem 20 years later found his
sister in Israel. Due to the effects of the
war, it would take another 20 years for
Kedem to be able to have any emotional
closeness to his sister. This inability to
allow emotional feelings is the legacy of
the isolation that the Holocaust extracted
from its victims.
Kedem also spoke about "Holocaust Revisionists." A revisionist is a
person who believes that the Holcaust was
a hoax. According to Kedem, the strategy of the revisionists is to "create a provocative situation in order to establish a
morally weak argument in order to gain
attention to bring in those who enjoy the
convenience of ignorance." Revisionists
are able to ultimately succeed because
they have the ability to "enslave other
non-thinking minds."
Kedem concluded with a discussion ofOskar Schindler. Kedem spoke of
Schindler as a "imperfect vessel" who
through his work "reasserted the essence
of Judeo-Christian respect for life and

humanity.'.' Schindler became to the survivors a person equal to a biblical character. I still wanted an answer to the one
question that had haunted me since I first
learned about Schindler. I wanted to
know why Schindler did what he did.
When I asked this of Kedem he told me
that there was no answer to my question.
Instead he told me of an interview he saw
with Schindler from the l 960's on the
BBC where Schindler was asked the same
question I still had. Schindler didn 't directly answer the question, instead he told
the interviewer that ''within each one of
us is the power to make change for the
good and have to find a way to express
it." Perhaps sensing some confusion on
my part Kedem said that the most important lesson to be learned from the actions of Oskar Schindler and others like
him is that it "offers each one of us hope
that we can make some positive change."

Work-A-Day, from pg 1. ..
who thanked students for their participating during a Work-A-Day reception.
Smith says the program helps students
develop goo.d habits by engaging in pro
bono activities. "I think this corrects the
public misperception that lawyers don't
care and are mean spirited."
"Regardless of what I do with
my law degree, I will always volunteer,"
said C-M student Linda Sandish.
Sandish's Work-A-Day site was the Center for the Prevention of Domestic Violence, where participants cleaned and
took part in activities with children. "I
like giving something to Cleveland, my
hometown, and letting the women and
children know there are law students who
care for them."
"I am a community activist. I
find myself removed from this somewhat
because of the time constraints of law
school. This program is a way to bridge
that gap," said C-M student Leslye Huff,
who served as site coordinator at the Gay
and Lesbian Community Service Center.
"The issues these people face, like housing and employment problems, are issues
that are right on point for lawyers. This
introduces them to a place where their
services as new lawyers will be needed."
C-M student Adam Abrahams
volunteered as a judge for the Street Law
Mock trial. The C-M students coached
and critiqued the students from
Benedictine and Shaw high schools who
are preparing for an upcoming statewide
mock trial competition. "They were very
receptive. I was very impressed with their
performance. They may not be versed on
actual laws, but they asked very thoughtful and probing questions," said
Abrahams. "We need to have more of
these types of programs. Lawyers should
have a certain sense of obligation to the
community."
"I'm always happy to do probono work," said C-M student Wendy
Zohar. Zohar and several other WorkA-Day participants, visited with children
and their families at the Ronald
McDonald House, where families can
stay while their children receive medical
treatments. "It gives them a sense that
members of the Cleveland community
care about them."
Work-A-Day participants
earned two hours toward Dean Smith's
Pro-Bono Program, which recognizes
students who complete 50 hours of probono work during their law school careers.
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Cousin Jim, from pg 5....
tient want to know about it because it is a
"material risk?"
My second example involved Criminal
Law. In Regina v. Instan, the court examined
the relationship between moral obligation and
legal duty. It concluded that although every
legal duty involves a moral obligation, not
every moral obligation involves a legal duty.
The court, therefore, suggested that moral
obligation was the more extended concept,
of which legal duty was a part.
Drawing again from Euthyphro, I suggested to cousin Jim that the court in Regina
was making the same point regarding moral
obligation and legal duty that Socrates considered with respect to "piety" and "justice",
later in the dialogue. Here, the view was that
'~ ustice" was the broader concept, of which
"piety" was only a part; namely, that part of
justice that pertained to one's attention to the
Gods. However, when pressed by Socrates
to state what precisely this attention to the
Gods was, poor Euthyphro ends up with the
same definition of piety that had been discredited earlier in the Dialogue.
The application to cousin Jim's challenge
was that trying to pick through the arguments
in Plato's Dialogues might help a student to
better understand arguments made in the law
books. If he agreed to this, he would then
also have to agree that .the study of philosophy did in fact have a practical application to
"every day life"; unless, of course, he was of
the opinion that the study of law also did not
have practical application to "every day life."
That debate, however, would have to wait for
next year's dinner.
Having expressed the opinion above, I
threw my crinkled-up dinner napkin to the
table for emphasis, leaned back in my chair
and looked over to cousin Jim. His response
was, "How 'bout those Cavs?"

Valentines On Pg 11 ...
Prof & Grades, from
pg 7 .....
the grader to learn two things: What the
student did wrong and what the student
did right. "So that they can learn what to
do more of, what to do less of and never
to confuse the two."
Martin agrees that taking practice exams can improve performance, but
emphasizes that students shouldn't be
discouraged with grades. "This is a fast
track. People should not feel like failures if they get "C''s. It's a respectable
grade."
Guttenberg advises students to
keep going. "It's mindless perseverance.
You have to keep plugging on and make
sure what you're doing makes sense." He
adds, however, that it is important for
students "to get away from it all at times."
"It causes frustration in everyone," assures Lazarus. "The good news
is none of this is beyond anyone. We all
have the ability to master it."

the GAVEL

Don't Let Midterm Grades Get
You Down

LaTourette Says Gavel is
a Rag!

Profs Recall Their First Year
by Stacey McKinley
·staff Writer

Don't Fight With Skunks, He Says
When he was a budding law student, Congressman Steve LaTourette wrote
the following response to a 1977 Gavel editorial. The Gavel had ' awarded' a Houdini
award to a C-M student who had practically
disappeared from the law school after he lost
an election for SBA president.
Evidently the Gavel editors weren't
scorned when he called the paper a rag, because the paper endorsed him for SBA president five months later. He lost the election.
Later he contributed to the Gavel and became
a staff writer.

Gavel Editors:
My God! How far will you push us? . . . [y]our
'First Annual Houdini Award' (Vol. 26, lss
3) transgressed the bounds of decency and
good taste. First, even if George Kuhlman's
reasons for devoting less time with the stu-

dent body are self-serving, I would volunteer
that his past service to the C-M community
far outweighs any that your ' rag' pretends to
offer.
Second, it just might be that outside interests or problems have necessitated
a reduction in the time that George can spend
at school. If so, your public ridicule [was] illadvised.
Although my grandfather long ago
warned me of the danger of engaging in a
pissing fight with a skunk, I would encourage you to alter your editorial policy. In the
future, why not go directly to the horse's
mouth for your information before spewing it
out the poor animal's most famous orifice?
Steve LaTourette

"I was sure I would flunk out."
"I was in a panic before exams." "You
enter thinking everyone is smarter than
you are." These are reflections on the first
year of law school - not from second and
third year students, but from ClevelandMarshall professors.
First year students are now dealing with the reality of their first set of
grades, many with frustration and disappointment. Some might feel better by
knowing that many of their professors,
now appearing so confident in their legal knowledge, experienced similar feeli'ngs during their first year of law school.
"Some of the best law professors
I know started their law study career by
getting a "D" in Contracts," according
to Professor David Goshien. Goshien,
who earned his law degree at the University of Chicago, admits struggling
with Contracts himself. "I thought Contracts was the toughest in the first year
by far and that's why I became interested
in teaching it."
"Property was my toughest,"
according to Professor Stephen Lazarus,
a graduate of Harvard Law School. "I
also had a tough time with Civil Procedure. One of the reasons I decided to
teach Property was that I never felt satisfied that I learned it while I was in school.
This was my last chance to learn it well."
"My lowest grade was in Criminal Law, I think it was· a C+, and it's what
I ended up doing," admits Professor Jack
Guttenberg, who spent his first year of
law school at Emory University. "I remember blowing the crime of attempt for
the Model Penal Code on the final exam.
Obviously, it ' s not the only thing I
screwed up."
" Every lawyer has one fluke

Dec. 9, 1977

Don't Put AVl's
Coffee Between
Your Legs
C-M's Automated Vendor
Serves It Hot
Remember what happened
when the elderly lady in New Mexico put
her cup of McDonald's coffee between
her legs? That's right, she won a scalding verdict for a cool $2.9 million. Of
course, it was later scaled back to a tepid
$480,000, but half a millions bucks ain't
lukewarm work - especially considering
C-M's AVI vendor coffee is only eight
degrees away from the temperature that
put McDonald's Corporation in hot water.
AVI's automated vendor machine is serving coffee and hot chocolate
at 172 degrees fahrenheit. The temperature of the coffee in the McDonald's lawsuit was 180 degrees fahrenheit. (A separation of only four degrees celsius!) Note
that an expert who testified for New
Mexico plaintiff said coffee becomes extremely dangero.us to sip when it reaches
165-170 ! AVI's coffee scores a 172 ! The
plaintiff's expert said coffee is ' sippable'
at 154.
C-M customers don't seem to be
worried. "Too hot? I like [AVI's] coffee.
Ever since Fran left, I won't touch that
stuff they sell at the coffee stand. It tastes
like crap," says librarian Schuyler Cook.

Before you start looking for a
hot plaintiff to pursue AVI, remember the
McDonald 's case is in the midst of appeal. It might not be worth ' taking a
spill' quite yet. Consider the following
too.
Boiling Point- ....... ...... ..212 Fahrenheit
Recommended Temp.
by the National Council
of Chain Restaurants -............. 180-190.
Recomm. Temp. by the
Specialty Coffee Association
of America -............. ............. .185-190.
McDonald's Guilty Temp -..... ........180.
C-M's AVI machine - ....... ............ .172.
Expert says 'Danger Zone' -... 165-170.
Expert says industry norm-........... 160.
Expert says ' sippable' - ............ ... ... 154.
Most home coffee makers - ..... i35-140.

A Grade Translation Guide For
First Years:
Everything You Wanted to Know, But Were Too Afraid To Ask
Ever wondered how your friends did on exams? Of course you do!! As you
know, the problem is that too many students think this information should be private! (Damn snobs). Here's how to find out what they got. When you ask 'How they
did' in a class, listen closely to the response;
1. "I was really surprised" (eyes twinkling) - This guy got an "A" - you can
put money on it.
2. "I was pretty surprised" (simply nodding head) - They probably got a
B+.
3. "I did a lot better than I thought I would" - A "B" for sure, never fails.
4. "Annnh ...I did alright" - A "C+".
5. "I did O.K." - In 9 out of 10 times, it' ll be a C+, but can be a B. Tone
inflection is important, so listen closely.
6. "Oh, I'm not too happy with it" - A "C" usually.
7. "Why does it matter what I got?" - This response is a red flag
for a C or lower.
8. "Prof. ( ) is a !@#$%and obviously can't teach, that's what the
problem is" - Sometimes a D+, but can be an F for Goshien's sections.
9. "Look, grades aren't that important. Law firms value experience more
than grades." - This person got C+'s across the board - count on it.
- Jon Sinclair

v\Aa1tUto's 9Jai/lcutting
The Difference ... Personal Service

Student Discounts on
Haircuts & Products

Mon-Fri:
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Appointment Appreciated

grade. I did not hold them back," says
Professor Patricia McCoy who earned her
law degree at the University of California, Berkeley. McCoy recalls a first year
exam in which the professor ran into the
room an hour into the exam and told the
class he left out the word "not" in a question. "That was the course I got the worst
grade in. At the time it seemed unfair. I
came to learn, in the long run, it didn't
matter."
Professor Dawn Martin, who
went to New York University Law School,
says she did not know about briefing cases
during her first semester of law school
because she missed orientation. "When
the end of the semester came around, I
had nothing to study from. I just about
went out of my mind. So, I stress to my
students the importance of briefing and
keeping up as you go along."
" I got 54 out of 100 on my Contracts mid-term," recalls Professor Karin
Mika, a C-M graduate. "But I didn't
know what was good or bad. I assumed
everybody was as lost as I was." Mika
says it came together for her once she
started working in her second year of law
school. "As I started working, I began
learning the pragmatics of practice and
that would remind me of concepts covered in class. Working made me better
substantively." Mika adds, "Don't be intimidated by people who get it earlier than
you do."
Exam-taking techniques are the
key to improvement according to many
professors. "You can ' t change intelligence or educational background, but you
can change exam-taking techniques,"
according to Goshien. "How? The same
way you get to Carnegie Hall :
practice ...and feedback. " Goshi en recommends that students read over their
old exams thoroughly, then confer with
Cont'd on pg 6.. .
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ACLU Legal Director:
Public Interest Work_Can
Soothe Lawyer Bashing

Fair Employment Clinic
Appeals to D.C. Circuit

by James J. March
Depending on who you tallc to
and what news media surveys you choose
to believe, it is arguably a common perception today that the general public does
not hold lawyers in very high esteem. One reason might go something
like: It is the lawyers chasing ambulances
and encouraging people to file lawsuits
for the most trivial reasons that is making ro"y auto insurance premium so high.
Another might be: Because of
the legal communities eagerness to file
malpractice lawsuits, my doctor 's malpractice insurance is so high that he must
pass the increased cost onto me and others like me." Etc., etc., ad infinitum.
As a law student about to enter
the legal profession, the conscientious individual might ask himself the following question. What might I do to satisfy
my desire to pursue truth, justice and fairness for all, and at the same time help
improve the somewhat negative image of
lawyers in general?
One way would be to do pro
bono/public interest work, according to
Kevin O 'Ne ill, Legal Director of the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
of Ohio and C-M adjunct professor. The
spirit of pro bono is once again alive in
~erican Law Schools. "It was dead in
the 1980's" O'Neill told some 23 students
attending his Work-A-Day program lecture on Saturday, January 28, 1995.
"Pro bono work is something
you can do throughout your career," said
O'Neill, who uses his law degree to advance causes "that I believe in."
O 'Neill's initial involvement in
pro bono work was with battered women.
He was also successful in having a
Fairview Park ordinance prohibiting the
placement of political signs on front

by Rami Bishay

The six and a half hour drive
down to Washington D .C. wasn't that
Before we knew it, we were in · bad. Hey, it was better than being in a
Washington D .C. We were there for an class for that long. We reached Washimportant purpose - to attend an oral ar- ington the night before the oral argugument in the federal D .C. Court of Ap- ments and since our hotel was walking
peals. The case we were involved in dealt distance from the famous Georgetown
with an age discrimination claim against area, a couple of us planned to scope it
a company that is incorporated in out that night. After we checked into our
America but does business in Germany. hotel, we prepared ourselves to dine with
We were there on behalf of the Fair Em- our instructors and waited in our room
until they were ready to go. · They were
ployment Practices Clinic.
As a student in the clinic, you extremely busy with an important case
basically deal with people who suffer related to the argument - a case that they
discrimination in an employment situa- were made aware of that morning, 24
tion due to their sex, color, religion, age, hours before the scheduled oral argument.
or disability, to name a few. The clinic As we were waiting, one of our fellow
experience involves everything from in- clinic students coughed so hard due to
terviewing potential clients to actual liti- her cold that she actually fractured one
gation in court. For example, I prepared of her ribs.
What a way to start a night. She
the book of cases for the oral argument
and updated research on the relevant laid down, took a couple of pain killers
opinions of the presiding judges while as suggested by her doctor, and we all
another student wrote a memo on the in- went to dinner - one big happy fami ly.
come tax ramifications of a money re- Mark, a clinic colleague, and I decided
ward. This entire process is supervised to do the to'wn after dinner while the inby our instructors: Gordon Beggs, Ken jured student and another student who
Kowalski, and Jane Picker who are highly was supposed to accomp-any -us to
regarded attorneys in the field . Never- Georgetown decided to take it easy.
theless, let's get baclc to my· story. -Cont'd on pg 9 ·

OSBA membership
provides you with valuable
resources.

Cleveland Once the Nation's
Crime City

0

pportunltles to interact and network with practicing
attorneys through committee, section and district
meetings as well as the OSBA Annual Convention (May 1719, Toledo). Students can attend all meetings free.

A

lawns declared "unconstitutional on its
face," and hence struck down. These experiences, according to O'Neill have
caused him to become "addicted to ACLU
work."
"I don't know that its the best
idea to try to get a job in public interest
right out of law school," O'Neill cau- tioned his audience. It's easier to find
work with public interest organizations
such as the ACLU, Sierra Club, Natural
Resources Defense Council and the Wildlife Foundation "if you ' ve got some experience" doing conventional work in a
regu lar law firm. An interested lawyer
'"can work for any number of these organizations," said O'Neill, "they 're all dying for legal help."
The ACLU is 75 years old.
Originally founded as a First Amendment
organization in response to governmental persecution of individuals, such as
Eugene Debs Q2ebs v. Unites States, 249
U.S. 211 (1919)), who were opposed to
World War I.
Debs "suggested that we not get
involved in World War I," said O'Neill,
which at the time, was not a radical notion. Eventually, "1900 individuals were
criminally prosecuted" for their opposition to World War I.
The ACLU "is not a left wing
liberal org~_izatiop,." _as it_is often perceived, but rather it is "a watchdog organization for Constitutional rights," said
O'Neill. The ACLU does not "believe in
keeping young lawyers in the dark" concerning what they' re seeking to do, "as
some other client's do."
There are 47 statewide affiliates
of the ACLU, "with chapters in every
major city," according to O'Neill. O'Neill
also stated that "there is a strong chapter
in Cleveland."
See ACLU on pg 9

by Jon Sinclair
Staff Writer

mentor program, the Linking Program, can provide
you career guidance and knowledge about "real-world"

practice.

The year is 1922 and Cleveland
is the 5th-largest city in the nation. The
chief judge of the Cleveland Municipal
Court has just been indicted for "an atrocious and sordid crime."
Those are the words of an 700
page Cleveland Foundation report called
"Criminal Justice in Cleveland." The
book is the result of an investigation by
Roscoe Pound and Felix Frankfurter.
Names sound familiar? At the
time, Pound was Dean of Harvard Law
School, and Frankfurter was a professor
of the same. Later of course, Frankfurter
became a Supreme Court Justice.
As part of their inquiry, Justice
Frankfurter and Pound investigated the
quality of the city's criminal justice system, including legal education. They disc overed great prop ortions of John
Marshall Law School students and Cleveland Law School students were attend-

R

eceive current informatjon through the quarterly
student publicationf\ssociate News, the weekly Ohio
State Bar Associalion RtJX>Tt (OBAR) and bimonthly Ohio

G

ain a job resource through our Resume Exchange
Program that makes your resume available to firms
that have positions available. 1be Ohio State Bar Association RtJX>Tt (OBAR) also contains job listings.
ave through discount programs. 1be OSBA offe.rs
savings through Jos. A. Bank Clothie.rs, long-distance
telephone service and more!

S

- - - For more information or to join, contact the Ohio State Bar
Association; Membership Services De"partment, P.O. Box
16562, Columbus, OH 43216-6562 or' Call (800) 282-6556: ·
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ing without high school diplomas. Instead, students were studying law three
nights a week and going to high school
classes the other two nights of the week.
In recommendations, Pound and
Frankfurter wrote that Cleveland law students should be required to get their high
school diplomas before beginning law
studies so each student "is not in the position of earning his own living, attending high school and night school of Jaw
all at the same time."
They also concluded that "until
the criminal law is studied as zealously
and scientifically and is regarded by
teachers, students, lawyers, and judges as
being worthy of their best and most intellectual efforts as is the civil side of the
law, the administration ·of criminal justice will continue to fall short of public
expection." Boy, if they could only see
the OJ trial...
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Work-A-Day Event Results in
Letters to Local Officials

Are You Lea·ving Opti~ns U~explored?

Cleveland school-kids know the City's
problems all too well

by Steve Blount
Staff Writer

For Work-a-Day, the . Gavel
sponsored a letter writing workshop for
school children who attend the Comprehensive Leaming Center located at the
Cleveland's Martin Luther King Library:
Here are a few of the letters which were
written with the help of C-M law students.
Dear Supt. Sammie Campbell Parrish
I'm a student of Cleveland City
Schools. I'm writing·this letter because I
think that some of the things Cleveland
school teachers do are irrelevant. One
day when I was in the school .lunch room
playing with my friend, the teacher, I
guess got mad and told me he'd pay
someone to whoop my·ass!
I think you should test teachers
better than you usually do because some
teachers are not right for the job, because
some don't seem to care for kids they are
teaching. Because I think it would make
the schools a better place to be if you interviewed teachers better, and also it
would make the world a better place to
live in . . I think you should start right
away with making changes. Thank you
for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
C. S.
Dear Ms. Sandra Weaver, Greenview
Upper Elementary
My name is N. C. I go to Greenview Upper Elementary. I've been noticing that
there was not enough going on about
Black history. I'm really concerned about

D.C. Circuit, from pg 8;...
After scoping out the initial drinking establishments, we luckily found one that
had "any coin, any draft beer" night. So,
we courageously ventured in. While we
were using our spare change to get
slightly inebriated, Adina, a German exchange student who was, mind you, underage (she had ~ fake Visa card - can
you believe that!) made her way over to
us trying, of course, to pick us up. After
we were through with the small talk, I
proceeded to interrogate her about topics
concerning the case since she was from
Germany. Adina did not provide us with
any valuable information,as I had hoped.
I was very disappointed.
When Mark and I decided to
leave that bar, she insisted on coming
with us. Since we did not want to get
charged with corrupting the mind of a
minor or something, we lied and told her
that we had to go back to the hotel and
call it a night since we. had to wake up
early for court. She did not buy our story
and went as far as to suggest that we stay
an extra night there. There was no escape! There was only one thing to do wait until she goes to the bathroom and
then run. So that is exactly what we did.
Our next dilemma was tWo fold: (1)
sneak into our room quietly since we were
rooming with our male instructors (don't
ask why these were the sleeping arrangements), and (2) figure out, in our intoxicated state, what time would be good for

Financing Law School:

The next time you pass should be relevant work. Just working
this fact. Black history should not be celCleveland's
Society National Bank (the inside a law firm doesn't do it. For exebrated through Black History Month but
ones
who
dish
out the financial aid) down ample, serving process on deadbeat dads
also every month. I think you should get
the
street
on
Euelid,
take a look at the probably won't score too many points if
on this subject immediately. l'msure there
sculptures
.at
the
top
of
the building (you you want t.0 clerk for a Supreme Court
are many other students that go to
know,
the
ones
like
the
Supreme Court Justice after you graduate. This topic
Greenview that will love to have Black
has}
and
in
t4e
center,
you'll
see a lady · could be the subject for a whole article,
history. Not only learn Black history but
with
her
arms
oµtstretched,
like
she's try- so I'll just leave it at that. But just realso have Black history contest every Feb.
ing
embrace·
student.
In
one
hand,.she's
member, if you lay on your butt all sumruary. It is very important that we must
got one of those -whatdo you call them? mer watching the O.J. Simpson trial on
learn about different cultures. If every- a cornucopia, stuffed with cash, and in Court T.V., don't blame anyone but yourbody was on one culture our min~s
the other, she has a student's promissory self when you c6·me up ·empty-handed at
wouldn 't expand.
note(s). If you look closely, you'll also graduation.
Sincerely, N. C.
see she has a slight grin on her face,
Live with your parent(s) during
which broadens ·with each passing year, the summer. It is amazing .how fast you
Dear Mayor White,
as the cornucopia gets lighter, and the can generate money if you don't have bills
My name is H :. My school is George
stack of notes gets thicker. To keep that · to pay. Of course, if you are married and
Washington Carver. I think you should get
·smile from becoming a full-fledged have parents who live north of the Arctic
rid of guns. I think too much people are
chesire grin, I've decided to list a few circle, this may be ·impractical: Othergetting hurt. Guns hurt them. I want them
ideas you may decide to try to. help you wise, brush up on your cooking skills and
out of the whore city. Get police to take
save
money while you're in law school: give your bank balance a shot in the arm.
them from gangs and give them money
Get good grades. Since. nQ one Better yet, make it year round and after
for their guns. Have gangs bring them to
seems to care about this subject, I'll just . you graduate (rent fre.e, _of course).
the police and the police take them to
Save your money. This is so obMayor White. Thank you for reading this mention it in passing. Loans. They have
to be repaid. Still with me? To repay vious, I hate to even mention it. Just reletter.
them, you need a job. To get a job, you member that you will probably repay 1.4
H. T.
need... well, you see my point. So remem- times the amount of money that you borber, don't settle for anything less than a row. So that six dollar pizza is actually
4.0. This brings me to my next point.
costing you eight dollars and forty cents
Scholarships. It is amazing how (in addition to your twenty-five cent tip).
few people apply for them. This is true at So _check out tJie latest.patent on tri~
other schoo~s as well. People must think combs, and say he.Jlo tp me the l)ext time .
Congratulations to all
you either need a 4.0 (which you have, · - YOU !!hop a .Woolworths.
Work-A-Day Participants
since you took my advice), or that acceptThis is not a suggestion, but just
& Organizers, Especially
ing them is like taking charity. Neither a thought. You're attending the 38th
Rachel Schmelzer
view is correct. Many scholarships aren't cheapest law school in the country, in an
grade related. For· example, some, like area that has a very low cost of living.
the American Intellectual Property As- So, if you're not eating leaves and sleepsociation, give scholarships for writing ing in.the law library after it closes, don't
the· best paper in a particular field. Ever feel guilty! Especially, considering that
heard ofTylenol? They give scholarships most students will be earning reasonably
to law students (their best customers). good salaries after they graduate. So treatBted
any dogs lately? Try the dog writer 's ing yourself to an occasional cocktail
a wake up call. The first dilemma was
educational
trust. Stop by Karen probably won't hurt. That is, unless your
accomplished with ease. However, with
Popovich's
office
and look at a book GPA is less than 2.3. In that case, better
regards to our second one, we foolishly
which
lists
over
200
scholarships which make it a mineral water.
decided on 5:30 a.m. wake up call
/
are
available.
Oh,
and
as for it being char- ·
which left us that morning with "a coity,
well,
it
probably
is.
But in one way or
lossal waste of time" as noted by one of
another,
you
earned
it.
And you'll be on
our instructors. We have not been able
their
hit
list
for
life,
asking
you
to
help
to live this one·down.
Finally, we reached the court house some other person who's in the same
and attended the oral arguments. The position you're in right now. Finally, no
arguments were very interesting and one said you don't have to pay it back. If
more informative than Adina. All the the thought of being rejected for a few
students and instructors met before and scholarships overly distraughts you, wait
after the oral argument to "brier' our- till you start looking for a job.
Work. Working not only gives
selves on the case and the manner in
you
money,
but that much needed expewhich the oral argument should proceed.
rience.
According
to one teacher, it
During the argument, the three judges
(one of whom we thought was mute until
she asked her first and only question that
whole morning of arguments) drilled
· Jane Picker with extremely difficult ques- ACLU, from pg 8 ...
tions. These questions were a tad bit
· O'Neill is presently involved in
more complex than the questions the stu- filing a lawsuit on behalf of the Nation of
dents came up with during our mock oral Islam against the City of Cleveland, beargument in an attempt to get Prof. Picker cause the latter has refused to allow Louis
ready for her big day. However, she mas- Farrakhan to speak publicly at the Conterfully overcame the queries - by the vention Center.
judges and us.
Among the other more interestThe fair employment practices clinic ing ACLU cases in Ohio is the one in
I don't think they need to be taught
is in my opinion the best thing I ever Da~ori, where the police have "used hot
something they already know how to
signed up for in law school. It beats any irons· to extract confessions out of susdo.
class I have ever taken and has taught pects," said O'Neill, who emphasized that
- Overheard on "This Week with
· me more about the law and its compli- novel questions "concerning ConstituDavid Brinkley" following Surgeon
cated process than any summer legal job tional issues," is what the ACLU is funGen. Elders' final faux pas.
could possibly offer.
damentally concerned with.

a
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Note Bene:

Tax and Ad. Law
Will No Longer
Be Tested on the ·
Essay Portion of
The Ohio Bar
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O.J. Deserves Some Privacy
Do We Have to See
Everything?

Movie Review:

'~Bosna!":'

The War that Stole
Europe's Soul

by Jon Sinclair
Staff Editor

Calling the Cinemateque film
manager and making an anonymous
bomb threat was just the.ir style. This had
occured at an earlier viewing of Bosna!,
a pro-Bosnian documentary of the conflict in Bosnia-Hercegovina. No one
chose to leave the theatre after the manager related the story, but the threat reminded us how deep the emotional fissures run in this conflict.
The attempt to censor this film
caused a certain case of 'deja vu' for me,
as it reminded me of an event from an
undergraduate semester spent in Yugoslavia in 1988.
Minutes after stumbling out of
a pub in Dubrovnik, Croatia, I noticed I
had left behind my backpack. Back at the
pub, the pub owner had opened my pack
to see if there was any identification.
When I returned to collect the books
moments later, the bartender was enraged. He had discovered books that had
been assigned for my semester. of study
in Zagreb. "Why are you reading this
shit!", he said in broken English, holding away from me a book by Milovan
Djilas, a Montenegran revolutionary and
critic of Yugoslav government. The
group of patrons at the bar shared the
bartender 's sentiment and were firing
questions at me. He eventually handed
over the books and I left unharmed,
though now very, very sober.
Perhaps it is less than a mystery
why someone would want to censor
Bosna! with a bombthreat, as this movie
does not present a balanced account of
the war in Bosnia. It is a documentary
that is often hard to distinguish from propaganda thanks to an emotional narration by French philosopher Alain Ferrari.
He chronicles Europe's struggle with the
conflict and includes intimate interviews
with F..rench President Francois
Mitterand. The movie's images tell more
than the words, as Mitterand's eyes reveal his belief the conflict presents a
hopeless quandary of the magnitude of
the Arab-Israeli conflict. This conflict
also seems to present a no-w in situation,

by the look in Mitterand's eyes.
Although the movie includes
interviews with political figures, much
of the movie is about the human destruction. And while some of the scenes include those seen on network news, this
movie does not quickly pull the camera
away from torn bodies , with Peter
Jennings cheerfully announcing "And
now for the Wall Street report, today the
Dow Jones Industrial...."
The movie begins with footage
of Bosnian fighters slushing through
flooded trenches, with artillery whistling
overhead. Much is thoroughly gory, with
scenes of civilians collapsing from sniper
fire in Sarajevo, and a stone-faced Serb
slowly recalling how he raped seven
Muslim women, and later killed two of
them. As he tells the story, he shows no
sign of self-satisfaction, but neither does
he display any sign of remorse. He just
sits there blankly, recounting the story of
what he did to each woman, his skin as
gray as the smoke from his cigarette.
War camp occupants seem indistinguishable from those in WWII concentration camps in this film. Corpses are
shown in every type of condition, including decapitation and dramatic rigor mortis.
One part includes the destruction of a 400 year old bridge. Perhaps a
un-interesting point, except I had walked
on the same bridge in 1988, mouth agape
at the fact I was walking on a bridge constructed by the Turks in 1556. A fully
operational stone bridge, still serving a
small town, built 220 years before the
signing of the U.S. Declaration of Independence. It was located in a city proudly
named Mostar, meaning ' old-bridge ' .
The camera watches as this bridge is destroyed by shells.
Today, on all a wall in my bedroom hangs a Croatian movie poster that
I purchased before I left in 1988, and
would serve as an eerie premonition of
the war that would follow in four years.
The poster I had bought translates the
title of this particular American movie
as "Polja ·smrti" ("The Killing Fields").

If this sounds like
you, don, ignore It.

Because your
doctor can help.

H the symptoms on this list
sound familiai; tell a doctm:
Because if you have several of
these symptoms for two weeks
or more, you could have clinical
depression. It's a medical
illness that can be effectively
treated in four out of five
people who seek help.
Fbr a free booklet about
clinical depression, call
us at l-800-228-lll4.

by Susan Franch-Scaggs
Staff Writer

When one is charged with a
crime, especially murder, it can be expected that the prosecution will try to
introduce every shred of evidence that either implicates specifically, or tends to
show the defendant was the type of person that could have committed the crime.
In the OJ Simpson case, we have
probably all seen the famous Bronco
chase and arrest. We have all heard portions of th~ famous 91 l taped phone conversation. There has also been massive
coverage by the media about OJ's violent
tendencies, his rocky marriage to Nicole,
his prior wife, his ch~ldren, his. in-laws
and his friends.
Now that the trial has begun, we
are being shown and told even more about
OJ and his life up until and even after
his arrest. Even the conversations he
thought were private between him and
his friends are being retold and broadcast for everyone to hear. But, in my
opinion, the most revealing and most. intimate glimpses into OJ's life have been
brought in the courtroom and displayed
as big as life for all to see. I am referring
to the photographs that are being shown
on screen for the jurors and all to see.
Without even leaving the courtroom, the
jurors have access to Nicole's ,house and
and its bloody walkways. Because of
the technology available today, we were
all able to see OJ's Ford Bronco, his

house, his bedroom and even his socks
that were carelessly dropped at the foot
of his bed without even leaving-our living rooms.
Although I enjoy seeing all of
this in the comfort of my own home, I
wonder whether OJ will suffer in the long
run from media over exposure. I know
that when you are a celebrity, along with
the big bucks, you have to also accept the
fact that everything you do will be in the
public eye. I also know that trials are
typically open to the public and are a
matter of public record as a general rule.
But this has gone beyond being public. I
have peered into OJ's house and bedroom,
know his in-laws by name, and know
more about OJ then I really want to know.
I have even seen OJ practically naked,
and shown pictures of many parts of his
body. Now I wonder what happens if OJ
is innocent, and we all have this extensive information about him and his family. How does he go about reconstructing his life?
Maybe we are seeing too much.
Maybe we should only see those parts of
the trial that would not be so private or
so personal. Public trials such as this one
invade one's privacy to the extent that
there is no more privacy. No private life
to return to. Ifwe really believe a person
is innocent until proven guilty, then I
think we should be much more careful
about invading a persoµ's privacy to the
horrible extent that we have invaded OJ's.

Old Stone Church .is 175
Years Old
by Susan French-Scaggs
Staff Writer

The Old Stone Church is celebrating its l 75th Anniversary. The
church has been located in the heart of
the city of Cleveland since 1820 and has
been located at 91 Public Square since
1834.
Originally established by 16
Christian men and women, the formal
charter was established as the First Presbyterian Church. The original members
met in·the log courthouse or school house
until the first building was completed and
dedicated on February 26, 1834. The
second building was constructed in 1855
to accommodate the growing community.
The church got its name because the gray
sandstone darkened over time and people
began calling it the "old stone" church.
The church has withstood not
only the normal aging elements, but also
two fires . The church served as a shelter
on the Underground Railroad during the
Civil War. When Abraham Lincoln's
funeral cortege passed through Cleveland, it stopped at Public Square at the
Old Stone Church. This church is the
only building that still remains that was

in existence when the first street light was
lit at Public Square in 1879.
Old Stone has been the meeting
place for many organizations and religious groups. The chapel was used as a
worship center for the Cleveland Chinese
Christian Church from 1966 to 1983.
The church currently provides a meeting
place for over 100 civic and social organizations. There is a 24 hour prayer line,
and counselling, financial aid, food and
clothing are provided for the poor. The
church is also home to an alternative
school which is the combined effort of
the church and the Cleveland Public
School system which teaches high school
girls who are either pregnant or have
children.
The beautiful sanctuary and exquisite pipe organ have seen many Sunday morning worshipers as well as many
weddings. The choir is composed of all
professional musicians and singers. In
commemoration of the 175th anniversary,
the choir has recently released a CD of
holiday and inspirational music that can
be purchased from many local bookstores.
There are many special events planned
to celebrate the 175th anniversary which
include special sermons and music.

r------------------------,
Dear Gavel Editors:
[WRITE FOR THE GAVEL or at least fill this out]
I think
because
. Furthermore, I think it is nonsense that
(so and so) is writing about (this and that) because he (or she) obviously doesn't
lknow what the (your choice of expletive) they're talking about.
Sincerely (your name here)

I
I

I
I
I
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Valentines!

Law Student Angst

Sweet Nothings!
These Valentines allowed the
The Gavel able to rai e a small but encouraging sum for a good cau e. Each
me age cost 50 cen . The Ga el will
be ending a check in the amount of
20.00 to the Comprehensive Leaming
Center.
Prof. L - E er ince you too on
Justice Scalia I t year and cooled hi
wicked heels, I have fallen for you. Can
we meet. WATB.
Prof. F - You've got the brain
I've got the brawn. Let' violate the MPC
together. WATB .

by Donna Andrew
taff Writer

Quietly, I hide on my front porch
Darkness floating along my treet
The night Air i oft and invite
a long deep breath followed by
a low contemplating sigh.

being ucb a great firend & for picking
me up when l'm down. Luv, Cate.
Delta Theta Phi - To all my officer and brothers and i ters I hope we
can continue in our que t for greatness.
Fraternally yours Dean Cate

I reflect upon th tress that has
placed the crea e between my eye
and the ache in my shoulders
lov smile twitches my lip as I
Listen to the wind ing through the
leaves
ot quite in harmony with a jet overhead.

Prof. Gard - You are cute. A
former student and admirer.
arie R. - Thank your your
generou donation. The Gavel
. ecret - When aJI i said and
done will you still be my Valentine?
Amicu Curiae.

I think back to my childhood
A romantic often do,
Void of motions, brief: and case
I think about an a erage pointl
day
Fi bing or taring up at the clouds from
my Hundred Acres Woods.
I try to remember what I may ha e thought about,
What may have been important to me then.

Prof. Barnruzer - Ro es are Red,
violets are blue, ju t thought rd trip your
day b ending thl hlentine' m
ge
to you. Happy alentine's Day.
Happy
Valentine'
Day
Mu hball. From Boo-Monster's Mommy.

Suddenly, I realize,
I don 't daydream anymore ...

To my oon to be legal eagle,
Defender of the downtrodden and mi understood. Happy Valentine's Day from
the psycho-woman in your life. Remember - - the Constitution is not a technicality.
To
d. R.F.

- Pretend this i a real

THE
M . Grammatically Correct,
Can J tuck you into bed on Valentine
Day?! Love ya, Double egative.

UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
Colrnnlnis School ofLim;

CATHOLIC

Dates: June 18-July 29

~

Dear EBEB, A alentine haiku.
September Mornings
Body lip from sheets
Opaque ey squint as you dress
Cool breeze hivers kin.

Location: Cracow
Colirses: Law ,ofEuro~Com.munity; Business
~ctions in Easr-Ceirtral Europe; Comparative
and International Trade; Transnational Conflict of
Laws; Coni~ve Constitutional Law
Tuition and Pn>gr21ll FcCs:-SJ60 per aedit; Lodging
and b.reakfust u $19 per day (ten wive}
ApplicatforrDeadline: ApriL14, 1995
Apply~
·~

Lick me All Over
Oh Boy, Oh Boy, Oh Boy, Oh
an Francisco Treat

.. - Program Coordinator - ·

_

The Catholic University ~Of America
ColumbUs School of .Law' ·· .

Cardinal Station ·
Washihgrop, D.C. 20064_
1-800;. ~ 300

To Boo Boo -- You're the park
in my day, you're the love of my life, now
I can't wait to say I'm you're newly-wedded wife. Love ya, Lady Di.

E-mail ellett®law.cua.ei1u

To Counselor Vancura - The bar
ahead, it coming this ummer and
from all that I've beard, ic' really a bummer. But for you it' no problem - and
pa ing you hall, cau e you cho e the
be t - you went to Marshall! Love ya Di.

Some Predictions for 1995
May 1995 - A third-year Jaw
authors a book for fir t year law
called "Does Authority Alway
uit & Why You Went to Law

tudent
tudents

Wear a
School:
Answers Your /other Could Never Give
You". Profes ors roll their ye when
th see copies of the book on th d

To Scott - You may have the
numbers and I have the rhyme, but we
ah ays manage to ha ea good time. Lo e,
Di.

of tudents, and many prof chuckle
" hen appro ing requests to bring th
book to final e ams for moral upporL
Prof learn too late the book is
a condensed, comprehensive outline of
first-year cour e . The third-year author
i denied permi ion to take the bar but
i hired by Gilbert s.

Manuel, thank ou for all your
upport and lo e. and for being so under tanding. I could not urvive law
chool without you. I lo e you with all
my heart. Your wife, Iris.

DME - Wanna go steady? Love,
Gwen.

ovember 1995 - The College Football
Bowl Commission gains notoriety after

To Karen Hamilton: Thanks for

appro ing two new college bowls for
January, 1996; the Electrolux-EggBeater
Bowl and The Trojan-Life tyles Bowl.
Five commission member re ign after
Trojan and Lifestyle stage a half-time
competition that i
ry imilar to Bud
Bowl complete with animation.
Terry Bradshaw participat on
the oi e--0ver saying '·Let m tell you
Tom, I think Trojan has the more impermeable defense thl year. '
Augu t 1995- Tim Ru ert, moderator of
Washington's "Meet the Pre " and the
first C-M graduate to leave Cuy. Co. release hi autobiography called "Every-

thing 1 Know 1 Learned in Prof Sierk s
Tax Class".
Jon Sinclair.
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